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a b s t r a c t
Turbulent mixing of water masses of different temperatures and salinities is an important process for
both coastal and large-scale ocean circulation. It is, however, difﬁcult to capture computationally. One
of the reasons is that mixing in the ocean occurs at a wide range of complexity, with the Reynolds number
reaching Re ¼ Oð106 Þ, or even higher.
In this study, we continue to investigate whether large eddy simulation (LES) can be a reliable computational tool for stratiﬁed mixing in turbulent oceanic ﬂows. LES is attractive because it can be Oð1000Þ
times faster than a direct numerical simulation (DNS) of stratiﬁed mixing in turbulent ﬂows. Before using
the LES methodology to compute mixing in realistic oceanic ﬂows, however, a careful assessment of the
LES sensitivity with respect to Re needs to be performed ﬁrst. The main objectives of this study are: (i) to
investigate the performance of different LES models at high Re, such as those encountered in oceanic
ﬂows; and (ii) to study how mixing varies as a function of Re. To this end, as a benchmark we use the
lock-exchange problem, which is described by unambigous and simple initial and boundary conditions.
The background potential energy, which accurately quantiﬁes irreversible mixing in an enclosed system,
is used as the main criterion in a posteriori testing of LES.
This study has two main achievements. The ﬁrst is that we investigate the accuracy of six combinations
of two different classes of LES models, namely eddy-viscosity and approximate deconvolution types, for
3  103 6 Re 6 3  104 , for which DNS data is computed. We ﬁnd that all LES models almost always provide signiﬁcantly more accurate results than cases without LES models. Nevertheless, no single LES
model that is persistently superior to others over this Re range could be identiﬁed. Then, an ensemble
of the four best performing LES models is selected in order to estimate mixing taking place in this system
at Re ¼ 105 and 106 , for which DNS is presently not feasible. Thus the second achievement of this study is
to quantify mixing taking place in this system over an Re range that changes by three orders of magnitude. We ﬁnd that the background potential energy increases by about 67% when Re is increased from
Re ¼ 103 to Re ¼ 106 , within the computation period, with the most signiﬁcant increase taking place from
Re ¼ 3  103 to Re ¼ 105 .
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Mixing in stratiﬁed ﬂows is a fundamental area of research in
oceanography because of the importance of this process in coastal
regions, as well as in the surface mixed layer, subsurface ﬂows near
the equatorial zones (Kantha and Clayson, 2000; Thorpe, 2005),
bottom ﬂows such as overﬂows (Price and Baringer, 1994), and
those interacting with topographic features such as ocean ridges
(Poltzin et al., 1997; Ferron et al., 1998; Ledwell et al., 2000), sea
mounts (Nabatov and Ozmidov, 1988; Gibson et al., 1993; Lueck
and Mudge, 1997; Kunze and Toole, 1997; Lavelle et al., 2004),
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: tozgokmen@rsmas.miami.edu (T.M. Özgökmen).
1463-5003/$ - see front matter Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ocemod.2009.06.013

steep continental slope (Moum et al., 2002) and canyons along
the mid-ocean ridges (Thurnherr and Speer, 2003; Thurnherr
et al., 2004; Thurnherr, 2006).
These oceanic ﬂows can achieve high levels of turbulence, mainly
because of their large spatial scale and high vertical shear. For
instance, the thickness of stratiﬁed overturns in overﬂows or equatorial undercurrents can be on the order of 1–2 m, while the largest
overturns seem to reach scales up to tens of meters (Table 1 in Peters
and Johns (2005) and Fig. 5 in Peters et al. (1995)). Using ‘ ¼ 2 m,
U ¼ 0:5 ms1 and m ¼ 106 m2 s1 , we obtain Re ¼ U‘=m  106 as a
typical turbulence regime for such mixing regions.
There are essentially two modern approaches for modeling
stratiﬁed mixing for applications in oceanic ﬂows. The ﬁrst is the
use of second-order closure (SOC) models that have shown a
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steady improvement over the past few decades (Mellor and Yamada, 1982; Kantha and Clayson, 1994; Burchard and Baumert,
1995; Burchard and Bolding, 2001; Canuto et al., 2001; Baumert
and Peters, 2004; Baumert et al., 2005; Warner et al., 2005; Umlauf
and Burchard, 2005; Canuto et al., 2007; Ilıcak et al., 2008). The
increasing computational power is making a new class of models
feasible for oceanic applications as well. These models integrate
the non-hydrostatic (Boussinesq) equations of motion, as opposed
to hydrostatic (primitive) equations. In direct numerical simulation
(DNS), these non-hydrostatic models allow simulation of ﬂuid ﬂow
without any parameterization; in large eddy simulation (LES), only
the effect of the small scales of turbulence is parameterized. In
general, the LES models are considered to be more accurate than
the SOC models, but this accuracy comes at a price. LES models
are signiﬁcantly more expensive computationally than the SOC
models. Also, unlike the SOC models, LES models cannot be readily
incorporated into existing codes of ocean general circulation models (OGCMs). The results from such non-hydrostatic simulations
can still be used in OGCMs if they can be distilled in the form of
a parameterization (Chang et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006). It thus
appears that LES and SOC models have complementary roles in
the numerical simulation of turbulent oceanic ﬂows: SOC is appropriate for parameterizations in OGCMs and large scale circulation
modeling, whereas LES is appropriate for simulations of oceanic
processes that cannot be resolved explicitly in OGCMs, and show
promise even for coastal ﬂow simulations.
Before using LES in realistic oceanic simulations, however, one
needs to carry out a thorough testing of the LES methodology for
stratiﬁed turbulent ﬂows. The present study is a continuation of
our previous attempts of testing several LES models in a benchmark setting for stratiﬁed turbulent ﬂows, namely the lock-exchange problem (Özgökmen et al., 2007, 2009).
We have two main objectives in this study:
(1) The ﬁrst goal of this study is to investigate the sensitivity of
LES results with respect to the Reynolds number Re, which is
the ratio of inertial and viscous forces. The motivation
behind our study is that the ocean displays a wide range of
Re. Indeed, in many oceanic ﬂows, Re can vary from several
thousands to a million and higher. Since our ultimate goal
is to gain insight into mixing in realistic, high Re oceanic
ﬂows, we ﬁrst need to make sure that the LES results do
not degrade with Re. Speciﬁcally, we must ensure that (i)
the LES models accurately capture mixing in turbulent stratiﬁed ﬂows; (ii) the LES computational cost is much (usually
about 1000 times) lower than that of a DNS for the same
accuracy; and (iii) the results in (i) and (ii) do not change
when Re is increased.
(2) The second goal of this study is to use both DNS and LES to
understand how mixing changes for a wide range of Re, such
as those found in the ocean. The primary physical question
we try to address in this study is the following: What is
the net effect of turbulence on mixing and how does mixing
change as a function of Re? Because of the heavy computational burden, we can only use DNS for a relatively modest
Re range: 103 6 Re 6 3  104 . Therefore, we use the LES
models to investigate mixing at Re that are not computationally attainable with DNS: 105 6 Re 6 106 . Of course, in order
to be scientiﬁcally validated, our conclusions based on LES
must await further conﬁrmation, either from physical experiments or from massive DNS (when these become feasible).
As a benchmark setting, we employ the popular lock-exchange
problem in an enclosed box domain (Benjamin, 1968; Britter and
Simpson, 1978; Simpson, 1979; Huppert and Simpson, 1980; Rottman and Simpson, 1983; Hallworth et al., 1993, 1996; Hacker et al.,

1996; Benjamin, 1968; Shin et al., 2004; Härtel et al., 2000; Cantero
et al., 2006; Cantero et al., 2007; Özgökmen et al., 2007, 2009). This
setting is characterized by simple and unambiguous boundary
conditions, initial conditions and domain geometry, yet complex
dynamics consisting of stably- and unstably-stratiﬁed mixing,
internal waves, interactions with domain boundaries and transient
states.
The study is conducted in three stages. First, we run DNS of the
lock-exchange problem at increasing Re, namely at Re ¼ 103 ,
Re ¼ 3  103 , Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 . Mixing of the density perturbation is quantiﬁed using the background potential energy
(Winters et al., 1995). We show that DNS is not feasible with the
computational resources available to us for a larger Re. Then, we
investigate the accuracy of several different SGS models for LES
using the background potential energy from DNS computations
as a metric for a posteriori testing. Finally, we rely on LES to explore
mixing in this system at Re ¼ 105 and Re ¼ 106 .
In all our numerical experiments, we use Nek5000, a high-order
spectral element code developed by Fischer (1997) and Fischer
et al. (2000). The spectral element formulation combines the geometrical ﬂexibility of ﬁnite element models with the numerical
accuracy of spectral models in a way that is especially suitable
for parallel computing environments. While the box-shaped
domain does not employ the geometrical ﬂexibility of this model,
the high-order numerical accuracy is critical in avoiding numerical
dissipation and dispersion errors.
The paper is organized as follows: The concept of LES and the
SGS models tested in this study are discussed in Section 2. A short
description of the numerical model Nek5000 is given in Section 3.
The model conﬁguration and the parameters of the numerical
experiments are outlined in Section 4. Results are presented in
Section 5. Finally, the principal ﬁndings and future directions are
summarized in Section 6.
2. Large eddy simulation
The main concept behind LES is that turbulent ﬂows tend to
organize themselves in the form of so-called coherent structures,
such as eddies, jets and ﬁlaments. Imbedded in these structures
are smaller eddies that arise from the turbulent break down of
the larger eddies. The coherent structures are highly dependent
of the ﬂow type and geometry while containing most of the turbulent kinetic energy and carrying out most of the mixing. The smaller features are considered to contribute far less to mixing but may
play a more universal role, such as energy dissipation. In LES, the
large eddies are resolved through computation and the effect of
the small eddies on the resolved ﬂow ﬁeld is parameterized using
SGS models. The reader is referred to Sagaut (2006) and Berselli
et al. (2005) for an extensive review of recent LES literature.
Here, the equations of motion governing ﬂuid motion are the
Boussinesq equations:

8 Du 1
>
< Dt þ q0 rp  m Du þ
r  u ¼ 0;
>
: Dq0
 j Dq0 ¼ 0;
Dt

q0
q0 g k

¼ 0;
ð1Þ

D
where Dt
¼ @t@ þ u  r is the material (total) derivative, D the Laplacian operator, q0 the constant ﬂuid density, q0 the density perturbation in a ﬂuid with density q ¼ q0 þ q0 such that q0  q0 , p the
pressure, m the kinematic viscosity, j the molecular diffusivity, g
the gravitational acceleration, and k the unit normal vector in the
vertical direction.
First, Boussinesq equations are non-dimensionalized for the lockexchange problem using u ¼ U 0 u ; x ¼ ‘ x ; t ¼ U‘0 t  ; p ¼ q0 U 20 p ;
q0 ¼ Dq0 q0 ; where U 0 and ‘ are characteristic speed and length
scales of the gravity currents, and Dq0 is the density difference
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between the two main water masses. In LES formalism, a spatial ﬁltering function g d ðxÞ is applied to the equations of motion in order to
suppress any ﬂuctuation below the ﬁlter scale d. Namely
 ðx; tÞ :¼ ðg d  uÞðx; tÞ; and q0 ðx; tÞ :¼ ðg d  q0 Þðx; tÞ. Dropping stars,
u
the non-dimensionalized and ﬁltered Boussinesq equations
become:

8 Du
1
0
 1 
>
< Dt þ rp  Re Du þ Fr2 q k ¼ r  sðu; uÞ;
 ¼ 0;
ru
>
: Dq0 1
 Pe Dq0 ¼ r  rðu; q0 Þ;
Dt

ð2Þ

where Re ¼ U 0 ‘=mp
isﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the Reynolds
number, Pe ¼ U 0 ‘=j is the Peclet
ﬃ
number, Fr ¼ U 0 = g Dq0 ‘=q0 is the Froude number, and

u
 and rðu; q0 Þ ¼ u q0  u
 q0
sðu; uÞ ¼ u u  u

ð3Þ

are the SGS tensors representing the net effect of unresolved scales of
motion on the resolved ﬁelds. In DNS, all scales of motion are computed
and the SGS terms vanish; s ¼ 0, r ¼ 0. We refer to an under-resolved
simulation without SGS terms as DNS*. LES is then a coarse mesh
simulation in which SGS models are explicitly included in (2).
2.1. Approaches to model subgrid-scale stresses

~

where a tilde denotes ﬁltering with a test ﬁlter of radius ~
d and a ¼ dd
M
d
is the ratio of the radii of the two ﬁlters. Deﬁning Mij ¼ 2ij , we can
d

rewrite (5) as

D
E
d
M ij Lij
1
;
c2s ¼
d
d
2 hM
kl M kl i

ð9Þ

which depends only on the ratio of ﬁlter widths a and has no explicit dependence on d. While the dynamic method does not preclude
computation of negative values of cs , we use cs ¼ maxðcs ; 0Þ to ensure numerical stability, as is usually done in practical computations with the dynamic SGS model (Sagaut, 2006). With the
spectral element method (Section 3), we project from the Nth-order
e with corresponding
local basis functions onto a basis of order N,
a ¼ eN .
N
A simple approach that is used to incorporate some of the effects of stratiﬁcation on mixing is to relate diffusivity to the Rich0

ardson number Ri ¼ N 2 =S2 , where N 2 ¼  qg @@zq is the square of the
0
 2 @v2
buoyancy frequency, and S2 ¼ @u
þ
(Schumann, 1975; Ste@z
@z
vens et al., 1998; Dörnbrack, 1998; Özgökmen et al., 2007):

 j rq0 ;
r ¼ gðRiÞ ðcT dÞ2 jrs u
An eddy-viscosity (EV) closure is typically used to model the
SGS tensor. One of the simplest and long-standing nonlinear EV
models is the Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963):

 j rs u
;
s ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
s

 þru
T
ru

ð4Þ
1=2

¼
 , jlj ¼ ð2 lij lij Þ
where r u
is the deformation tensor of u
2
the norm of any tensor l, cs the Smagorinsky constant.
The main justiﬁcation for the EV approach is that in homogeneous, isotropic ﬂows, the energy cascading from larger scales
through inertial interactions must be dissipated in the mean sense
(Frisch et al., 1995; Pope, 2000; Sagaut, 2006; Berselli et al., 2005).
There are, however, two potential pitfalls in applying this concept
to turbulent stratiﬁed ﬂows. The ﬁrst is that, while energy dissipation holds in the statistical sense, it is not necessarily true instantaneously. Indeed, at particular instances and locations, a
signiﬁcant inverse transfer of energy, called backscatter, from
small scales to large scales can take place (Sagaut, 2006). This
would thus correspond to a negative viscosity coefﬁcient if represented using EV models. The second fundamental issue is that, unlike in homogenous, isotropic ﬂows, in stratiﬁed ﬂows the kinetic
energy has dual pathways: it can either be (i) dissipated (energy
cascade), or (ii) stored as background potential energy by irreversible mixing (Winters et al., 1995). The proportion of how much kinetic energy is dissipated and how much is converted to
background potential energy in various ﬂow conﬁgurations is a
challenging problem, subject of current research.
In the LES of homogeneous, isotropic ﬂows, the dynamic SGS
model of Germano et al. (1991) (see also Porté-Agel et al. (2000))
and the Lagrangian dynamic SGS model of Meneveau et al. (1996)
are considered to be some of the state-of-the-art EV models. In
the dynamic SGS model, the constant cs is computed dynamically
as a function of space and time:

c2s ¼

1 hM ij Lij i
:
2 hM kl Mkl i

ð5Þ

In (5), hi denotes spanwise (z) averaging, and Mij and Lij are deﬁned
as follows:

~ j rs u
~ ij  d2 jrs u
g
 ij
M ij ¼ ~d2 jrs u
j rs u


s~
s~
s gs
2
2
j r u
j r u
 ij  jr u
 ij ;
¼ d a jr u

ð6Þ

~ j  u
~ i u
j ;
g
Lij ¼ u
iu

ð8Þ

ð7Þ

ð10Þ

where

8
1
for Ri < 0;
>
>
< qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ri
gðRiÞ ¼
1  Ric for 0 6 Ri 6 Ric ;
>
>
:
0
for Ri > Ric :

ð11Þ

where Ric is the critical threshold, typically Ric ¼ 0:25 (Miles, 1961;
Rohr et al., 1988) and cT is the counterpart of the Smagorinsky constant for diffusivity. We emphasize that there are several potential
problems with this approach. The ﬁrst is that it is highly empirical
and not based on a rigorous derivation. The second issue is that
there is growing evidence that there is no deﬁnitive Ric beyond
which stable stratiﬁcation overpowers the vertical shear and yield
zero mixing. Indeed, mixing may persist for Ri  Ric , albeit at much
reduced levels (Canuto et al., 2008). Both issues might have significant negative consequences in models where the turbulence closures carry out the entire mixing. In LES, however, the results
depend on the complex nonlinear interplay between resolved and
parameterized turbulence. Therefore, the model (10) deserves
investigation as to whether it can provide a reasonable pathway
for enhanced turbulent mixing in the presence of shear.
A completely different approach to represent SGS tensors is provided by so-called approximate deconvolution (AD) models (Leonard, 1974; Clark et al., 1979; Carati et al., 2001; Winckelmans
et al., 2001; Katopodes et al., 2000; Berselli et al., 2005; John,
2004, 2005; Sagaut, 2006; Cao et al., 2005) that are developed
based on mathematical grounds rather than physical insight into
the nature of turbulence. A particular version of AD models has
been put forward by Galdi et al. (2000) and tested in the numerical
simulation of homogenous channel ﬂows (Iliescu and Fischer,
2003, 2004). The so-called Rational model is given by:

2

d2 þ I
s¼4 
D
4c

!1

!3
d2
 ru
 5;
ru
2c

ð12Þ

where I is the identity operator and c is the parameter of the Rational model. An improved version of this model was recently
tested in stratiﬁed ﬂows (Özgökmen et al., 2009). The ﬁrst modiﬁcation in (12) was the introduction of a truncated Helmholtz operator.
The original version of this operator is computationally expensive
and tends to dampen the effect of high wave number features introduced by the nonlinear gradient tensor. The second modiﬁcation
was the derivation of a Rational model for r:
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r¼



d2
DþI
4c

!1

!
d2
 rq0 :
ru
2c

ð13Þ

It should be pointed out that there are other types of EV and AD
models that are not tested here. These include high-pass ﬁltered EV
models (Stolz et al., 2005) and the AD model which relies on ﬁnding an approximate deconvolution of the ﬁltered quantity by
repeated ﬁltering (Stolz and Adams, 1999; Schlatter et al., 2004).

d2
DþI
4c

!1

sSGS-G ¼



rSGS-G ¼

d2

DþI
4c

!1

!
d2
 ru
  2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
 j rs u
 and ð19Þ
ru
2c
!
d2
0
 rq :
ð20Þ
ru
2c

For convenience, these SGS models are summarized in Table 1.

2.2. SGS models investigated

3. Numerical model

Given the different classes of approaches discussed above, there
are many combinations of SGS models that can be explored. In this
study, we investigate the following choices.
The ﬁrst is the pure dynamic Smagorinsky model, denoted SGSD here:

This numerical study is conducted using Nek5000. This is a code
based on the spectral element method (Patera, 1984; Maday and
Patera, 1989; Fischer, 1997). We note that similar spectral element
discretizations have been used in other DNS studies of the lock-exchange problem (Cantero et al., 2007; Härtel et al., 2000). Nek5000
has been already used in the numerical investigation of various LES
models in homogeneous ﬂows (Iliescu and Fischer, 2003, 2004),
stratiﬁed ﬂows (Özgökmen et al., 2007, 2009), and bottom gravity
currents (Özgökmen et al., 2004a,b, 2006; Özgökmen and Fischer,
2008). These results have formed the basis of reﬁned parameterizations of gravity current mixing for an ocean general circulation
model (Chang et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006).
The time advancement of the Boussinesq equations (1) is based
on second-order semi-implicit operator-splitting methods (Maday
et al., 1990; Fischer, 1997). The hydrodynamics are advanced ﬁrst,
with explicit treatment of the buoyancy forcing term, followed by
the update of the density perturbation transport. Spatial discretization is based on the spectral element method, which is a high-order
weighted residual technique based on compatible velocity and
pressure spaces free of spurious modes. Locally, the spectral element mesh is structured, with the solution, data, and geometry
expressed as sums of Nth-order Lagrange polynomials on tensorproducts of Gauss–Lobatto–Legendre (GLL) quadrature points.
Globally, the mesh is an unstructured array of K deformed hexahedral elements and can include geometrically nonconforming
elements. For problems having smooth solutions, the spectral
element method achieves exponential convergence with N, despite
having only C 0 continuity (which is advantageous for parallelism).
The convection operator exhibits minimal numerical dissipation
and dispersion, which is critical for high Reynolds number applications. For the sparse linear solvers, Nek5000 employs as a preconditioner the additive overlapping Schwarz method (Dryja and
Widlund, 1987; Fischer and Ronquist, 1994; Fischer, 1997; Fischer
and Gottlieb, 1997; Lottes and Fischer, 2005), which uses fast local
solvers that exploit the tensor-product form and a parallel coarsegrid solver that scales to thousands of processors (Tufo and Fischer,
2001).
The nonlinear advection term in the momentum equation of (1)
generates energy at high wave numbers that cannot be captured
on the mesh. This can lead to an accumulation of energy at smaller
scales. Two methods are employed in Nek5000 that help achieve
numerical stability at high Re without compromising the solution
accuracy. The ﬁrst method is dealiasing through the 3/2 rule
(Deville et al., 2002). The second method, ﬁrst proposed by Fischer
and Mullen (2001), is polynomial ﬁltering, in which the coefﬁcient
of the highest order basis polynomial is reduced by a b fraction.
This will dampen high-frequency oscillations and reduce the accumulation of energy in the highest wave numbers. In the present
study, all computations are carried out with dealiasing and 5%
polynomial ﬁltering (b ¼ 0:05).
We should emphasize that, in our numerical study, the effect of
polynomial ﬁltering is entirely decoupled from the effect of LES
modeling. Indeed, in all our numerical tests, when we compared
under-resolved simulations (DNS*) with LES, we always used the
same spatial resolution, the same temporal resolution, and the

 j rs u
 and rSGS-D ¼ 0;
sSGS-D ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u

ð14Þ

in which cs is computed based on the procedure of Germano et al.
(1991), and there is no treatment of SGS for the density perturbation. The motivation for employing this model is twofold. First,
we investigate how well an approach developed in the context of
homogeneous ﬂows would work in LES of stratiﬁed ﬂows. Second,
it provides a solution with r ¼ 0 so that we can assess the importance of r models in the outcome of the numerical simulation.
We next investigate the so-called hybrid model SGS-H, in which
a linear superposition of the dynamic Smagorinsky and Rational
models is used in the SGS tensor for momentum:

sSGS-H ¼ 

!1
!
d2
d2
 ru
  2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
 j rs u
 and
DþI
ru
4c
2c

rSGS-H ¼ 0:

ð15Þ

This model combines the ability of the dynamic Smagorinsky model
to provide dissipation where and when needed with that of the
Rational model for preserving the ﬁne-scale features of the ﬂow
ﬁeld on coarse meshes. SGS-H was found to perform well in our
recent study of the lock-exchange problem at a moderate Reynolds
number (Re ¼ 3000, Özgökmen et al. (2009)).
The third SGS model investigated is the Rational model for
stratiﬁed ﬂows SGS-R:

sSGS-R ¼

rSGS-R ¼



d2
DþI
4c

!1

d2
 ru

ru
2c

!
and

!
!1
d2
d2
0
 rq :

DþI
ru
4c
2c

ð16Þ

Then, we experiment with several mixed models, mainly to
explore the possible impact of r on the accuracy of LES results.
Model SGS-E is a combination of the dynamic Smagorinsky model
for momentum tensor and Ri-dependent Smagorinsky model for
density perturbation SGS vector:

 j rs u
 and
sSGS-E ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
 j rq0 :
rSGS-E ¼ gðRiÞ ðcT dÞ2 jrs u

ð17Þ

In SGS-F, the dynamic SGS model is used for the SGS tensor and the
Rational model for the density perturbation SGS vector:

 j rs u
 and
sSGS-F ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
!
!1
2
d
d2
0

DþI
ru rq :
rSGS-F ¼ 
4c
2c

ð18Þ

Finally, we add a density perturbation SGS vector to the hybrid
model, and denote it SGS-G:
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Table 1
List of the SGS models investigated in this study.
Dynamic Smagorinsky model SGS-D

 j rs u

sSGS-D ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
rSGS-D ¼ 0

Hybrid model SGS-H

 2
1  2

d


 j rs u

sSGS-H ¼  4d c D þ I
r
r
u
u
 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
2c
rSGS-H ¼ 0

Rational model SGS-R

Mixed model SGS-E

 2
1  2

d
 ru

sSGS-R ¼  4dc D þ I
ru
2c
 2
1  2

d
 rq0
rSGS-R ¼  4d c D þ I
ru
2c
 j rs u

sSGS-E ¼ 2 ðcs dÞ2 jrs u
 j rq0
rSGS-E ¼ gðRiÞ ðcT dÞ2 jrs u
where gðRiÞ is given in (11)

Mixed model SGS-F

Mixed model SGS-G

same level of polynomial ﬁltering. Thus, the improvement of the
LES results over the DNS* results is entirely due to the SGS terms,
and not to the polynomial ﬁltering.
4. Model conﬁguration and parameters
The model setup is similar to that in Özgökmen et al. (2009),
which contains a detailed discussion of the boundary conditions,
initial conditions and parameters used. In this section, we mainly
highlight the differences.
The computational domain is  2L 6 x 6 2L ; 0 6 y 6 W, and
0 6 z 6 H, where L=H ¼ 2 and W=H ¼ 1. The aspect ratio L=H
appears to be an important parameter of the system; in long
domains, L  H, the dynamics consist of essentially two-layer
exchange ﬂow, where the shear between the counter-propagating
gravity currents leads to the formation of Kelvin–Helmholtz rolls,
and the mixing takes place by the stirring in these rolls towards
smaller scale ﬁlaments and their turbulent breakdown by secondary instabilities. As such, a domain with L  H has mainly stablystratiﬁed turbulent mixing. Such a system was studied in some
detail recently by Ilicak et al. (2009). On the other hand, in a short
domain, L  H, the gravity currents encounter with and move
along the vertical walls, until gravitational force overpowers the
inertia and an oscillatory motion sets in. In this case, convective
motions are quite important. A domain with L  H appears to have
two advantages. First, it contains both stably-stratiﬁed overturns
and convective motions with a rapid transition between them.
Therefore, the ﬂow ﬁeld is quite complex and poses a demanding
test for SGS models. Second, the domain is smaller than the case
with L  H, which has signiﬁcant computational advantages in
terms of the spatial resolution.
Next, we discuss the selection of the non-dimensional parameters in (2). The Froude number Fr is the ratio between the characteristic advection speed and the internal wave speed. Given that
the system starts as a counter-propagating gravity current prob-
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lem, these two speeds are related and one should select a Fr consistently. In this problem, the initial vertical scale of the gravity
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
currents
is
‘  H=2
and
U 0  g Dq0 ‘ðH  ‘Þ=ðq0 HÞ 
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
1
g Dq0 H=q0 . Therefore, the Froude number is set to Fr ¼ 22 .
2
The Peclet number can be written as Pe ¼ Re Pr, where Pr ¼ m=j
is the Prandtl number. Corresponding to that of heat and water
in room temperature, we take Pr ¼ 7. In a system of salt water,
which is also of oceanic interest, Pr  700, indicating that mixing
takes place at much ﬁner scales. Such a system is far more computationally challenging than the present one, and will be investigated in a future study. The only remaining physical parameter
of the problem is Re, which controls the range of turbulent features
and interactions in the ﬂow ﬁeld, and as such, is of great interest.
Here, we conduct well-resolved simulations at four Reynolds numbers, namely Re ¼ 103 , Re ¼ 3  103 , Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 . We
start from Re ¼ 103 , because at smaller Re the system displays only
reduced turbulent features. Because of the heavy burden posed by
DNS on both storage and CPU time, with the available computational resources we can only achieve Re ¼ 3  104 . Using DNS as
ground truth, various SGS models introduced in Section 2.2 are
tested. We subsequently explore Re ¼ 105 and Re ¼ 106 using LES.
Numerical experiments are carried out at nine different resolutions (Table 2), the purpose of which is twofold. The ﬁrst is to achieve
results that are approximately independent of the spatial resolution
so that they can serve as ground truth (DNS). The second is to identify
those coarse resolutions that result into signiﬁcant differences with
respect to DNS and can be potentially improved using SGS models.
We start with K x ¼ 16, K y ¼ 8, K z ¼ 8 equally-spaced elements in
x; y; z directions, respectively, and a polynomial order N ¼ 6 (corresponding to a number of grid points of n ¼ ðK x N þ 1Þ
ðK y N þ 1ÞðK z N þ 1Þ ¼ 232; 897). This resolution is denoted lowres1. The spectral element formulation provides dual pathways for
convergence (linear with increasing K and exponential with N) and
we employ both. In low-res2, the polynomial order is increased to
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N ¼ 8 (n ¼ 545; 025). Then, the number of elements is doubled in
each direction, K x ¼ 32, K y ¼ 16, K z ¼ 16 (mid-res1, n ¼ 4; 276; 737),
and the polynomial order is gradually increased to N ¼ 10 (midres2, n ¼ 8; 320; 614), N ¼ 12 (mid-res3, n ¼ 14; 340; 865), N ¼ 15
(high-res1, n ¼ 27; 939; 961), and N ¼ 17 (high-res2, n ¼ 40; 618;
305). The number of elements is then increased to K x ¼ 48,
K y ¼ 24, K z ¼ 24, while the polynomial order is set to N ¼ 14 (highres3, n ¼ 61; 230; 625). Finally, the polynomial order is increased to
N ¼ 15 for high-res4 with n ¼ 76; 431; 937. The spatial resolutions
used in the experiments are shown as a function of Re in Table 3.
Given the available computational resources, we can only run
multiple numerical experiments at high spatial resolutions (such
as high-res4) provided that the total number of time steps is kept to
a minimum. Therefore, the total integration time T (or non-dimensional T  ) is determined as follows. The time needed for the gravity
currents to cross the domain is T p ¼ L=U 0 . Thus, T=T p ¼ T  =4. Another inherent time scale of interest is the buoyancy period
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ0
g Dq
T b ¼ 2p N 1
1 , where N 1 ¼
q H is the buoyancy frequency based
0

on the density difference over the total vertical extent H of the system. We get T=T b ¼ T  =ð2pÞ. The simulations are integrated until a
non-dimensional time of T  ¼ 13:5, which corresponds to
T  =T p ¼ 3:35 and T  =T b ¼ 2:15. The integration time is adequate
for multiple sloshings, for the bulk of the turbulent mixing to take
place, and for differences among numerical experiments to become
apparent. It is, however, shorter than the time needed to achieve a
state of rest. This is a compromise that we made in order to carry
out numerical simulations for the entire range of parameters (Re,
SGS models) with the available computational resources. Results
from a total of 50 numerical experiments are described here. The
computation times for the numerical experiments are listed in Table
2. The computation (CPU) time is approximately proportional to
m K N 4 , where m is the number of time steps (needed to reach nondimensional time t  ¼ 13:5). Most experiments are completed on
University of Miami’s Linux cluster based on 2.3 GHz Xeon CPUs
and gigabit interconnect. Some of the experiments are run on Virginia Tech’s SystemX, based on 2200 Apple G5 processors with
2.3 GHz and InﬁniBand interconnect. SystemX can be up to 1.6 times
faster than the University of Miami’s cluster.

Table 2
Table of the spatial resolutions used for the numerical simulations. Approximate CPU
times are listed for DNS and DNS*. Wall-clock time is CPU hours divided by the
number of processors P. The symbol ‘‘ ” differentiates the computations on SystemX
from those on the University of Miami’s cluster.
Exp

Resolution

m

P

CPU hours

low-res1

K ¼ 16  8  8 ¼ 1024; N ¼ 6
n ¼ 232; 897

15,000

8–32

24

low-res2

K ¼ 16  8  8 ¼ 1024; N ¼ 8
n ¼ 545; 025

15,000

8–32

77

mid-res1

K ¼ 32  16  16 ¼ 8192; N ¼ 8
n ¼ 4; 276; 737

15,000

64–128

1130

mid-res2

K ¼ 32  16  16 ¼ 8192; N ¼ 10
n ¼ 8; 320; 641

23,000

64–128

4100

mid-res3

K ¼ 32  16  16 ¼ 8192; N ¼ 12
n ¼ 14; 340; 865

30,000

96–256

high-res1

K ¼ 32  16  16 ¼ 8192; N ¼ 15
n ¼ 27; 939; 961

40,000

128

18,000

high-res2

K ¼ 32  16  16 ¼ 8192; N ¼ 17
n ¼ 40; 618; 305

58,000

128

49,000

high-res3

K ¼ 48  24  24 ¼ 27; 648; N ¼ 13
n ¼ 61; 230; 625

55,000

192

25,344

high-res4

K ¼ 48  24  24 ¼ 27; 648; N ¼ 14
n ¼ 76; 431; 937

55,000

192

36,480

9000

The accuracy of the SGS models is evaluated through a posteriori
testing. The main measure used is the background/reference
potential energy (RPE), which exactly quantiﬁes mixing in an
enclosed system (Winters et al., 1995). RPE is the minimum potential energy that can be obtained through an adiabatic redistribution of the water masses. To compute RPE, we use the probability
density function approach introduced by Tseng and Ferziger
(2001). Speciﬁcally, we split the density perturbation ﬁeld into
51 bins at each time step, and integrate:

RPE ¼ gLW

Z

H

q0 ðzr Þzr dzr ;

ð21Þ

0

where zr ðq0 Þ is the height of ﬂuid of density q0 in the minimum potential energy state. It is convenient to use the non-dimensional
background potential energy

RPE ðt Þ

RPEðt  Þ  RPEð0Þ
;
RPEð0Þ

ð22Þ

which shows the relative increase of the RPE with respect to the initial state by mixing. Further discussion of the energetics of the lockexchange problem can be found in Özgökmen et al. (2007, 2009).
Finally, the parameters of the SGS models are listed in Table 4.
These values are chosen based on the parameter study conducted
in Özgökmen et al. (2009).
5. Results
The results are organized as follows. First, we present DNS and
DNS*, which are used to establish the ground truth for mixing at different Re and spatial resolutions suitable for LES, respectively. Then,
we test the various SGS models listed in Table 1 at different Re. Speciﬁcally, we compare the mixing curves RPE ðt  Þ for these LES models to those from DNS. Finally, we carry out LES at Re for which a DNS
is not feasible with our available computational resources.
5.1. Direct numerical simulations for 103 6 Re 6 3  104
Since the density perturbation ﬁeld is an active tracer, it provides a convenient way to visualize turbulent ﬂows. The wave
number spectra of kinetic energy are another commonly used tool
in the numerical investigation of turbulent ﬂows. Finally, the normalized background potential energy is an accurate measure for
quantifying mixing in an enclosed domain. We will use all three
criteria to assess the changes in the ﬂow when Re is changed.
The system starts from rest. It is initialized with colder water on
the left and warmer water on the right of the domain, separated by
a sharp interface with a sinusoidal perturbation that is intended to
facilitate transition to 3D ﬂow (Fig. 1a). By the time the counterpropagating gravity currents reach the side walls (t   1:75), the
case with Re ¼ 103 shows hints of two Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) rolls
(Fig. 1b). At a later time (t ¼ 4:8, Fig. 1c), the overturning eddies

Table 3
Table of the spatial resolutions used as a function of the Re.
Resolution

Re ¼ 103

Re ¼ 3  103

Re ¼ 104

Re ¼ 3  104

low-res1 n ¼ 232; 897
low-res2 n ¼ 545; 025
mid-res1 n ¼ 4; 276; 737
mid-res2 n ¼ 8; 320; 641
mid-res3 n ¼ 14; 340; 865
high-res1 n ¼ 27; 939; 961
high-res2 n ¼ 40; 618; 305
high-res3 n ¼ 61; 230; 625
high-res4 n ¼ 76; 431; 937

DNS*
DNS
DNS
DNS
–
–
–
–
–

DNS*
DNS*
DNS*
DNS*
DNS
–
–
–
–

DNS*
DNS*
DNS*
–
DNS*
DNS*
DNS
–
–

DNS*
DNS*
–
–
DNS*
DNS*
–
DNS*
DNS*
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Table 4
Parameters of the LES models used in this study.
SGS-D

a ¼ N=ðN  1Þ and a ¼ N=ðN  2Þ
or

a ¼ 1:2 and a ¼ 1:5
SGS-H

a ¼ N=ðN  1Þ; c ¼ 3

SGS-R

c ¼ 3, cT ¼ 15

SGS-E

a ¼ N=ðN  1Þ; cT ¼ 0:03; Ric ¼ 0:25

SGS-F

a ¼ N=ðN  1Þ; cT ¼ 15

SGS-G

a ¼ N=ðN  1Þ; c ¼ 3; cT ¼ 15

appear to carry out the stirring of the density perturbation ﬁeld
and the KH rolls are susceptible to a secondary instability, whereby
the stream-wise vortices stretch and tilt the spanwise vorticity
concentrated in KH rolls (Klaassen and Peltier, 1989, 1991). Nevertheless, the ﬂow ﬁeld is not very turbulent at this Re. At the end of
the integration period (t ¼ 13:5), the density interface becomes
smoother due to the decrease of the shear leading to the turbulent
interactions, while the density interface thickens due to mixing.
During the initial phase (t  ¼ 1:75), as the Re is increased, one
observes more deﬁned Kelvin–Helmholtz rolls at Re ¼ 3  103
(Fig. 2a), more rapid development of the 3D ﬂow structure at
Re ¼ 104 (Fig. 2b) and complex turbulent coherent structures at
Re ¼ 3  104 (Fig. 2c). At a later stage coinciding with the period
of intense turbulent mixing (t  ¼ 4:8), individual ﬁlaments and

structures such as hair-pin vortices are still visible in the density
perturbation ﬁeld at Re ¼ 3  103 (Fig. 3a). At Re ¼ 104 and
Re ¼ 3  104 , we notice the appearance of fully-developed
turbulence.
The wave number spectra of the kinetic energy
KE ¼ 12 ðu2 þ v2 þ w2 Þ are computed based on 121 spanwise crosssections taken in the middle of the domain (at x ¼ 1 and y ¼ 0:5)
at t  ¼ 4:8 (Fig. 3). The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that the
5=3
has the following
width of the inertial range where EðkÞ k
behavior when Re is increased: It increases for Re P 3  103 , is
minimal for Re ¼ 3  103 , and is fairly well-established for
Re ¼ 3  104 . When Re ¼ 103 , the kinetic energy spectrum EðkÞ
shows a steeper decay and a narrower spectrum than the others.
Fig. 5 presents the time evolution of the background potential
energy RPE ðt  Þ for Re ¼ 103 at all the spatial resolutions listed in
Table 3. During the integration period, RPE ðt Þ increases monotonically due to irreversible mixing. The maximum value reached is
RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ  0:097 for low-res1 and RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ  0:105
for low-res2, mid-res1 and mid-res2. The curves from the latter three
spatial resolutions collapse, which is a clear indication of numerical convergence for the RPE metric. Therefore, these curves are
considered as DNS. The result from low-res1 seems to slightly overestimate the mixing. We denote it as DNS*. Overall, the case with
Re ¼ 103 seems not to pose a challenge, probably because of the
lack of intense turbulence (Figs. 1 and 4). Thus, given only a very
small discrepancy between low-res1 DNS* and DNS, we will not
investigate LES at Re ¼ 103 .

Fig. 1. Distribution of the density perturbation q0 ðx; y; z; tÞ=q0 for Re ¼ 103 at mid-res2 resolution (a) at the initial time t ¼ 0, (b) just before the ﬁrst interaction with the side
walls t ¼ 1:75, (c) at an intermediate time t  ¼ 4:8, and (d) at the end of the simulation.
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Results for Re ¼ 3  103 appear to be more challenging (Fig. 6).
Indeed, the RPE curve corresponding to low-res1 clearly deviates
from the others and overestimates the DNS RPE by up to 50%.
There is good agreement among the other RPE curves, but small
differences do exist. Thus, we conducted simulations at mid-res3
to ensure that we achieved numerical convergence (DNS). Fig. 6
clearly indicates that SGS models used at low-res1 could possibly
rectify the DNS* divergence from the truth for t > 9.
As the Re increases even further, convergence of the RPE curves
becomes more challenging. Of course, the net effect of a higher Re is
an increase in the number of spatial points needed to adequately capture the dynamics. Results with Re ¼ 104 are shown in Fig. 7. There is a
good agreement between computations with high-res1 and high-res2.
The discrepancy between these two simulations is small and only appears during intervals of 4 6 t 6 6 and 12 6 t  6 13:5. This corresponds to the period when the tilting density interface crosses the
spanwise edges of the domain. Given their computational cost, a
higher resolution case is not deemed necessary. Thus, high-res2 is denoted as DNS. There are signiﬁcant differences between the RPE
curve for high-res2 and the RPE curve for low-res2 to mid-res3. These differences, however, remain smaller than  15%. The coarser resolution case low-res1 DNS* clearly deviates from the others signiﬁcantly
and indicates excessive mixing at all times.
Finally, results from Re ¼ 3  104 are shown in Fig. 8. For this
relatively high Re, we resorted to the largest computations we
can currently carry out with the available resources at University
of Miami and Virginia Tech. We found that results from mid-res3,
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high-res1, high-res3 and high-res4 DNS* initially show approximately
the same mixing pathway, but then start to diverge. Overall, we
are unable to claim to have achieved DNS in this case. Thus, the results from high-res4 DNS* represent our best estimate of mixing at
Re ¼ 3  104 . As before, coarser resolution cases with low-res1 and
low-res2 deviate rather signiﬁcantly from high-res4 DNS*. In light of
the above discussion, in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we choose the resolution low-res1 to test the SGS models at all three Re.
The time evolutions of the background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ
from DNS with different Re are compared in Fig. 9. There is no signiﬁcant difference in mixing between the cases with Re ¼ 103 and
Re ¼ 3  103 . The latter shows that the rate of mixing slows down
for 6 6 t 6 8, when the density interface ﬁrst comes to a standstill
and then the direction of tilting is reversed by the gravitational
force. We also notice that, at all times, there is a signiﬁcant jump
in the rate of mixing for Re ¼ 104 with respect to those from
Re ¼ 103 and Re ¼ 3  103 . At the end of the simulations, we ﬁnd
that RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ  0:097 for Re ¼ 103 and Re ¼ 3  103 ,
RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ  0:131 for Re ¼ 104 , and RPE ðt  ¼ 13:5Þ  0:144
for Re ¼ 3  104 . Given the computational expense of the
high-res4 DNS* needed for Re ¼ 3  104 , we next explore the accuracy
of various SGS in order to attain estimates of mixing at higher Re.
5.2. Large eddy simulations for 3  103 6 Re 6 3  104
Since in the case with Re ¼ 103 fairly good results are achieved
at marginal resolutions and computational cost, LES is not deemed

Fig. 2. Distribution of the density perturbation q0 ðx; y; z; tÞ=q0 at t ¼ 1:75 for (a) Re ¼ 3  103 at mid-res3 resolution, (b) Re ¼ 104 at high-res2 resolution, and (c) Re ¼ 3  104 at
high-res1 resolution. The animation of the last simulation can be downloaded from: http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/personal/tamay/3D/dbRe30k.gif.
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Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but for t ¼ 4:8.
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Fig. 4. Wave number spectra of kinetic energy from direct numerical simulations at Re ¼ 103 , Re ¼ 3  103 , Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 .
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Fig. 5. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt Þ from DNS* with Re ¼ 103 and different resolutions.

appropriate. Indeed, for this Re, LES would yield the same qualitative results as DNS* at a higher computational cost. For higher Re,
however, DNS* cannot provide accurate results, and thus LES is
employed instead. For Re ¼ 3  103 and Re ¼ 104 , we use the DNS
results from Section 5.1 as benchmarks (truth solutions). For

Re ¼ 3  104 , we do not have a DNS available. Thus, for this Re,
we will use as benchmark the results for the highest resolution
achieved. LES at Re ¼ 3  103 , Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 are conducted using the coarsest mesh, low-res1. To decouple the numerical effects from the LES modeling effects, we also use low-res1 DNS*.

Fig. 6. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from DNS* with Re ¼ 3  103 and different resolutions.
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Fig. 7. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt Þ from DNS* with Re ¼ 104 and different resolutions.

The primary measure of success in the SGS modeling is the following: First, the low-res1 LES must yield better results than low-res1
DNS*. Then, the closer the LES results are to the DNS results, the
better the SGS model. We deﬁne the following metric, which quantiﬁes the rms error of the time evolution of background potential
energy in LES with respect to DNS, normalized by the rms error between DNS* and DNS:

g

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
R t ¼T  
1
RPELES ðt  Þ  RPEDNS ðt  Þ
T  t ¼0
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ﬃ :
R t ¼T  
1
RPEDNS ðt Þ  RPEDNS ðt Þ
T  t  ¼0

ð23Þ

Another important consideration for LES is the computational expense of various SGS models, but this was discussed in detail in
Özgökmen et al. (2009). The compute times of all LES runs are

Fig. 8. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt Þ from DNS* with Re ¼ 3  104 and different resolutions.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the time evolutions of normalized background potential energy RPE ðt Þ from DNS with different Re.

within a factor of two of the equivalent resolution DNS* listed in Table 2, and offer a drastic reduction in computational cost with respect to DNS (up to 2000-fold reduction in CPU time).
For each Re, we present 7 LES simulations (Table 1); one for
each SGS model, namely SGS-H, SGS-R, SGS-E, SGS-F, SGS-G, and
two with SGS-D in order to test the sensitivity to the parameter
a (Table 4).
Results at Re ¼ 3  103 are shown in Fig. 10. LES with SGS-H,
SGS-R, SGS-G and SGS-D (a ¼ 1:5) lead to signiﬁcant improvements with respect to DNS*, while SGS-E, SGS-F and SGS-D with
a ¼ 1:2 show no major change. At Re ¼ 104 (Fig. 11), all models
show consistent results with DNS, except SGS-D with a ¼ 1:5 and
SGS-H. Finally, for Re ¼ 3  104 (Fig. 12), all models do a better
job than DNS* up to t   10, when some LES models fail to match
the increasing rate of mixing of the high-res4 DNS*. In particular,
SGS-D with a ¼ 1:5 predicts too little mixing.
Overall, we ﬁnd that all SGS models clearly improve the accuracy of the coarse-resolution simulations in capturing mixing in
the lock-exchange system. We also see that the performance of
some models is not consistent for all the Re investigated. For instance, SGS-D exhibits a dependence on the parameter a, which
was not observed in our previous study (Özgökmen et al., 2009).
It appears that the higher Re regime is breaking a new barrier here.
The change in the domain aspect ratio also seems to include a more
complex interaction between stably- and unstably-stratiﬁed mixing in the system. Based on the errors g listed in Table 5, the overall
conclusion is that most SGS models prove to be beneﬁcial. This
conclusion implies a strategy of conducting LES with an ensemble
of SGS models, instead of relying on a single one.

most LES models prove to be beneﬁcial, it is not possible to claim
that a speciﬁc SGS model has a consistent and signiﬁcant advantage over the others. Therefore, we select an ensemble of SGS models. Speciﬁcally, we select SGS-G, which has fared well for all Re,
together with SGS-R, SGS-E and SGS-F, which have yielded good results for the higher Re cases. We also increase the resolution for
LES to mid-res1 (Table 2). Although these are signiﬁcant computations, they are still feasible on high-end workstations and do not
require major computational resources. We test all LES models at
Re ¼ 105 and Re ¼ 106 .
Results from mid-res1 LES with four different SGS at Re ¼ 105 are
plotted in Fig. 13. We note a reasonable agreement in all LES runs.
While some differences exist during the period of 7 6 t  6 12, they
are relatively small. All LES models yield more mixing than highres4 DNS* at Re ¼ 3  104 . The same set of numerical simulations
is repeated for Re ¼ 106 (Fig. 14).
Based on this ensemble of LES results, we compute their averaged RPE ðt Þ, and present it together with the previous DNS computations so that we can now cover the mixing taking place in this
lock-exchange problem over the range of 103 6 Re 6 106 (Fig. 15).
Within the integration period, we see a signiﬁcant increase from
Re ¼ 103 to Re ¼ 104 , and also from Re ¼ 104 to Re ¼ 105 , but a relatively smaller change from Re ¼ 105 to Re ¼ 106 . In all cases, when
Re is increased, mixing initiates earlier in the simulation and increases at a higher rate. Thus, at the end of the integration,
RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ changes from 0.097 for Re ¼ 103 to 0.162 for
Re ¼ 106 , which represents a 67% increase.

6. Summary and conclusions
5.3. Large eddy simulations for Re ¼ 105 and Re ¼ 106
In this section, we use the LES models investigated in Section
5.2 to gain insight into mixing in the lock-exchange problem at
higher Re for which DNS results are not available. It is clear from
the LES study presented in the previous section that, although

Turbulent mixing of water masses of different temperatures
and salinities is an important process for both coastal and
large-scale ocean circulation. Recent advances in computational
power and numerical methods have created new avenues for
modeling turbulent mixing. In this study, we build upon the
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Fig. 10. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from low-res1 LES with different SGS models for Re ¼ 3  103 . Reference curves from low-res1
DNS* and mid-res1 DNS are shown in red and green curves, respectively.

insight gained from our two prior investigations (Özgökmen et al.,
2007, 2009), and continue to thoroughly test the performance of
LES for stratiﬁed mixing. The main objectives of this study are: (i)

to investigate the performance of different LES models at high Re;
and (ii) to study how mixing varies as a function of Re. This
numerical study is particularly relevant to oceanic ﬂows, where

Fig. 11. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from low-res1 LES with different SGS models for Re ¼ 104 . Reference curves from low-res1
DNS* and high-res2 DNS are shown in red and green curves, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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Fig. 12. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from low-res1 LES with different SGS models for Re ¼ 3  104 . Reference curves from low-res1
DNS* and high-res4 DNS* are shown in red and green curves, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 5
Error metric g (%) from all LES. Bold values indicates worse results than DNS*, while
italic values indicates signiﬁcant improvements identiﬁed with subjective criterion of
g 6 67%.
SGS model

Re ¼ 3  103

Re ¼ 104

Re ¼ 3  104

SGS-D a ¼ 1:2
SGS-D a ¼ 1:5
SGS-H
SGS-R
SGS-E
SGS-F
SGS-G

110
40
46
60
101
90
45

27
39
49
45
29
21
26

41
109
58
90
30
28
45

mixing takes place at a wide range of Re. We also note that the
investigation in (i) is necessary in order to be able to use LES
for Re for which DNS data is not available.
We continue to work with the lock-exchange problem. As opposed to conﬁguring a complex oceanic problem, in which uncertainties in the initial conditions, boundary conditions, forcing and
observational data may obscure the exact amount of mixing, the
lock-exchange problem is described by unambiguous and simple
initial and boundary conditions, and serves as an ideal setting for
conducting systematic tests.
Our strategy for a path to high Re is as follows. For gradually
increasing Re, we conduct convergence tests with increasing spatial resolution in order to identify the DNS. The background
potential energy, which accurately quantiﬁes irreversible mixing
in an enclosed system, is used as the metric of comparison in a
posteriori testing of LES. The simulations are conducted at 9 different resolutions, ranging from 232,897 to 76,431,937 points,
and increasing with the Re. We start with Re ¼ 103 , where this
system shows ﬁrst signs of turbulence, and gradually increase
the Re by a factor of about three, namely Re ¼ 3  103 ,
Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 . At least two cases of close agreement
are required for convergence. By the time our tests with

Re ¼ 3  104 are ﬁnished, it is clear that much larger computations than those feasible with our resources are necessary to
attain DNS at higher Re. We resort to LES to obtain estimates
of mixing for Re > 3  104 . To assess the accuracy of these LES
models, however, we ﬁrst evaluate them at Re for which benchmark DNS results are available. We use two general classes of
SGS models, namely eddy-viscosity and approximate deconvolution types. Six different SGS models are tested, all based on
combinations of formulations of the dynamic Smagorinsky,
Ri-dependent Smagorinsky and Rational models. All computations are carried out using the spectral element code Nek5000
(Fischer, 1997), which offers minimal diffusion and dispersion
errors, and high scalability that is critical for this study. Overall,
results from 50 numerical simulations are described here.
We ﬁnd that the mixing in this system at Re ¼ 103 is readily
captured with a direct approach (no SGS modeling) and the differences among results from different spatial resolutions are so small
that LES testing is not needed. At Re ¼ 3  103 , the system starts creating a complex range of turbulent coherent structures. The mixing
curve, however, remains virtually unchanged with respect to that
from the lower Re. When the Re is increased further, we encounter
fully-developed turbulence, and signiﬁcant increases in the background potential energy RPE emerge. Various SGS models are tested
using DNS results from Re ¼ 3  103 , Re ¼ 104 and Re ¼ 3  104 . It is
found that all SGS models show an improvement with respect to
DNS*. It is not possible, however, to identify a clear and consistent
winner. Therefore, an ensemble of SGS models is used to get estimates
of mixing at Re ¼ 105 and Re ¼ 106 . Overall, we obtain a measure of
mixing taking place in this lock-exchange problem during the
integration period over a Re range of three orders of magnitude.
The larger the Re is, the faster the system starts mixing and the
higher the RPE is at the end of integrations: RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ ¼
0:097 for Re ¼ 103 and Re ¼ 3  103 , RPE ðt  ¼ 13:5Þ ¼ 0:131 for
Re ¼ 104 , RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ ¼ 0:144 for Re ¼ 3  104 . RPE ðt ¼
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Fig. 13. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from mid-res1 LES with SGS-R, SGS-E, SGS-F and SGS-G models, as well as their average, for
Re ¼ 105 . The curve from high-res4 DNS* for Re ¼ 3  104 is shown for reference.

Fig. 14. Time evolutions of the normalized background potential energy RPE ðt  Þ from mid-res1 LES with SGS-R, SGS-E, SGS-F and SGS-G models, as well as their average, for
Re ¼ 106 . The curves from mid-res1 DNS* for Re ¼ 106 is shown for reference.

13:5Þ ¼ 0:157 for Re ¼ 105 and RPE ðt ¼ 13:5Þ ¼ 0:162 for Re ¼ 106 .
Thus, it is found that the mixing increases by about 67% when the
Re is increased a 1000-fold.

Of course, our conclusions for the highest Re tested (Re ¼ 105
and Re ¼ 106 ) must await further DNS results in order to be fully
validated. The computations in this study demonstrate once again
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the time evolutions of normalized background potential energy RPE ðt Þ from DNS and averaged LES for 103 6 Re 6 106 .

the challenge of modeling mixing accurately in high-Re stratiﬁed
ﬂows characteristic of oceanic cases.
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